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ABSTRACT. This paper describes a benchmark analysis that was performed to
demonstrate numerical simulation capability on fatigue crack growth (FCG)
behaviour under cyclic bending. Economic design of a piping system against
the leak-before-break (LBB) criteria require an accurate estimate of crack
growth behaviour. To this end, two representative geometries were selected.
The first model was a plate-type geometry with a specimen-type feature, and
the other model was a prototype pipe bend geometry with the component
feature. The numerically simulated FCG behaviour was found to agree with
published data within engineering accuracy for both the specimen-level and
the component-level geometries. Details of the FCG simulation, its validation
against benchmark data, and plausible reasons the difference observed in the
FCG behaviour of the specimen-level and full-scale component-level
geometries are presented in this paper. The results of the FCG simulation
strengthen the argument for performing component-level FCG simulation for
an accurate demonstration of LBB for the power plant piping systems.
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INTRODUCTION

P

ipings are critical systems in power plants and chemical industries. In coal-fired and nuclear power plants, these
systems are subjected to many cyclic operating conditions during their service. It is known that cyclic loads exceeding
specific magnitudes have a strong potential to cause crack initiation and propagation. However, in the case of
Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor (SFR), where the piping system is made up of SS 316LN material, it is possible to detect sodium
leakage, (i) due to the ductile nature of SS 316LN and (ii) elaborate sodium leak detection provision. These conditions made
SFR design more favourable in demonstrating Leak-Before-Break (LBB) criteria [1]. In the case of SFR piping system, these
conditions are respected as per the design criteria given in RCC MRx A16 [2]. The highly conservative method detailed in
RCC MRx A16 poses challenges in demonstrating the LBB criteria for small-size low-pressure piping system. Conducting
full-scale experiments at the required temperature on all the sizes of the piping system is expensive and time-consuming.
Hence, there is a strong need for the development of a reliable numerical method for a quick and economical design of
power plant components for LBB. This is the focus of the present paper wherein; benchmark analysis has been carried out
towards validation of numerical Fatigue Crack Growth (FCG) simulation. It may be highlighted that the characteristics of
FCG had been investigated by many researchers in the past [3-11]. In the present research, two representative geometries
studied in the open literature [4-5] have been selected. The selected geometries are (i) a typical plate-type geometry with a
specimen-type feature and (ii) a prototype pipe bend with the component feature. As already mentioned that an SFR piping
system is subjected to cyclic bending stress variation during its service conditions [1]. The bending stress variation in the
SFR piping system has a positive load ratio (R), which is defined as the ratio of the minimum stress (min) to maximum
stress (max) during the cyclic load. Towards comparing the FCG behaviour of the specimen level plate-type geometry, data
reported in [4] is used, and for the prototype geometric simulation, the full-scale pipe bend test data reported in [5] is used.

BENCHMARK DATA
Plate specimen data

C

hapuliot et al. [4] have investigated FCG behaviour in a plate specimen, by detailed experimentation. The geometric
and loading details are given in Fig.1. The dimensions of the test specimen are 350 mm wide, 250 mm height and
20 mm thickness. An elliptical initial surface crack is provided at the centre of the plate as depicted in Fig.1.




A




B

Figure 1: Geometric and loading of the plate specimen [4]

The plate specimen is made up of SS 316 LN material. The essential data required for modelling the FCG behaviour of this
geometry are presented in Tab. 1.
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E (MPa)

Maximum Load
Fmax (kN)

Minimum Load
Fmin (kN)

a0 (mm)

2C0 (mm)

195500

22.5

3.1

2.0

80.0

Table 1: Essential data used for modelling FCG in a plate specimen [4].

The plate has been subjected to cyclic load variation with a maximum load of 22.5 kN and a minimum load of 3.1 kN, with
a load ratio of 0.138. The measured crack length as a function of the number of cycles is presented in Fig.2. These data are
used for assessing the validity of computational prediction of FCG behaviour in plate specimen.

Figure 2: Benchmark data for the plate specimen [4]

Figure 3: Geometrical and loading details of the pipe bend
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Pipe bend data
The data from literature includes the experimental study on FCG behaviour of a full-scale pipe bend of 219 mm outer
diameter and thickness of 15.12 mm [5], made of carbon steel (SA333 Gr.6 grade) material. The schematic of the test pipe
specimen is shown in Fig. 3. The cyclic test was carried out with a load ratio of 0.1, and other relevant data considered in
the computational modelling of the FCG behaviour are presented in Tab. 2. The measured crack length as a function of
the number of cycles is depicted in Fig. 4.

Material

Maximum Load
Fmax (kN)

Minimum Load
Fmin (kN)

a0 (mm)

2C0 (mm)

SA350LF2

-150

-15

2.0

87.0

Table 2: Data used in modelling FCG in a pipe bend [5-6].

Figure 4: Benchmark data for pipe bend geometry [5]

STATIC ANALYSIS

A

t the outset, static analysis has been carried out for both the plate as well as the pipe bend geometries, to check the
correctness of the numerical model. These results are presented below:

Plate specimen
The plate geometry has been modelled using 3-Dimensional solid element along with the associated rigid loading
connections for the application of the required bending moment. As already indicated that the maximum load of 22.5 kN
is applied [4]. The mode-1 stress distribution under the application of the external load is shown in Fig.5. It is clear that the
inner surface of the plate is under the maximum tensile stress (319 MPa), while the outer surface is under the maximum
compressive stress (-290 MPa). Thus, for the FCG simulation, the crack is provided at the inner surface of the plate in the
horizontal direction, as shown in Fig. 1.

Pipe bend geometry
The 219 mm outer diameter, 15.1 mm thick pipe bend with a radius of 219 mm is also modelled using 3-D solid element.
The pipe bend is subjected to the maximum load of 150 kN [5]. Application of this force in the direction as indicated in
Fig.6 with a moment arm of 485 mm, creates an in-plane bending moment in the pipe bend, which leads to a closing of the
pipe bend, and thereby the pipe cross-section becomes oval. At this condition, the stress distribution responsible for the
mode-I crack propagation is presented in Fig.6. It is clear that the preferred location and the orientation to insert the initial
defect on the pipe bend is at the crown location along the longitudinal direction.
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Figure 5: Mode-I crack initiation stress (MPa) distribution in the plate specimen

Figure 6: Mode-I crack initiation stress (MPa) distribution in the pipe bend specimen

FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH (FCG) SIMULATION

T

he FCG simulation for both the plate, as well as pipe bend specimen, has been performed using the FRANC3D
software. This software is adopted as it can simulate 3-D FCG analysis together with the general-purpose Finite
Element (FE) solvers. The magnitude and direction of the crack growth depend upon the stress intensity factor
(SIF) and the local ‘Kink angle’ respectively. Kink angle is defined as the angle that maximises the ratio between maximum
SIF (KImax) computed based on the maximum tensile stress at the crack front and the directionality dependent material
resistance to crack growth (Kc). The convergence of the crack growth simulation is decided by maximising the ratio
KImax/Kc. The direction of crack propagation is determined based on the ‘Kink angle’ measurement at the base of the crack
front. The SIF is computed based on the M-integral concept at mid-side nodes along the crack front using the maximum
tensile stress [12]. The sub modelling concept, deployed in the FRANC3D, helps in local mesh-refinement at the cracked
portion of the component geometry for efficient computation. Higher mesh density is provided for a shallow crack. Also,
a pattern of elements with controlled mesh size and shapes are placed around the crack front for accurate estimation of SIF.
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These elements take the form of generalised cylindrical tubes with the crack fronts serving as the axes. 3-D Wedge shaped
elements are placed immediately adjacent to the crack fronts, and rings of brick elements surround the crack front.
The magnitude of SIF depends upon the crack dimensions, applied stress and other geometrical parameters. The local
direction of crack advancement is determined based on the local ‘kink’ angle.
The FCG simulation is performed as per the Paris law, defined as da/dN = C (K)m, where da/dN is in m/cycle, K is in
MPam and C & m are the respective FCG material parameters. The values of C and m used for the plate geometry are 1.2
x 10-8 and 2.84, respectively [4]. The corresponding values for the plate geometry are 3.982 x 10-12 and 3.188, respectively
[5]. The results of the FCG analysis are presented below.

FCG on Plate Specimen
For the plate specimen, the initial elliptical surface crack length (2c0) is 80 mm, and the crack depth (a0) is 2 mm. The
locations A and B in Fig.7 represent the crack surface location (crack length ‘c’ direction) and the deepest crack location
(crack depth ‘a’ direction). The orientation of the initial crack is along the X-direction (ref. Fig. 7) such that the applied
bending stress will enhance the mode-1 crack propagation. The finite element model of the cracked geometry is shown in
Fig.7. There are 245964 elements in the specimen. It houses a combination of the 3D tetrahedron, hexahedron and wedge
elements.

Figure 7: FE sub-model of the cracked plate geometry

Figure 8: SIF variation for plate geometry at the critical location - B
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As already indicated, the crack growth rate depends upon the SIF at the crack front. The numerically obtained KI along the
crack front indicates that KIB (SIF at location B in Fig.7) is higher than KIA (SIF at location A in Fig.7). This is due to the
high crack size aspect ratio (c/a). Subsequently, the critical location SIF (KIB) variation during the advancement of the crack
is presented in Fig.8. It shows that KI increases with an increase in ‘a/t’ ratio up to 0.6, and then it decreases, which is
attributed to the influence of neighbouring compressive stress zone, as shown in Fig.5.
The predicted FCG behaviour of the plate specimen is compared with the experimental data [4] in Fig.9. It shows that the
numerically estimated crack growth is in good agreement with the experimental results.

Figure 9: Comparison of ‘a’ Vs ‘N’ for a plate specimen

Figure 10: FE sub-model of the cracked pipe bend geometry

FCG on Pipe Bend
The FCG analysis for the pipe bend geometry is carried out with an initial elliptical surface crack length (2c0) of 87 mm and
depth (a0) of 2 mm. The locations A and B in Fig.10 represent the crack surface location (crack length ‘c’ direction) and the
crack deepest location (crack depth ‘a’ direction). Cyclic bending stress is applied with a load ratio of 0.1. The large shallow
surface crack is introduced in the hoop tensile stress region (outer surface at the crown location from Fig. 6) of the pipe
bend. Simulation of a crack along the axial direction on the outer surface, as shown in Fig.3, will enhance the mode-1 crack
propagation. The sub-model concept is adopted in this case and the respective FE mesh given in Fig.10. The difference
between the full model and the sub-model will be clear with the comparison of Figs. 6 and 10, respectively. The sub model
contains a combination of the 3D tetrahedron, hexahedron and wedge elements. In total, there are 167969 elements against
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245964 in the case of plate geometry. The total number of elements can also be further reduced by adjusting the boundary
of the sub model without affecting the results.
The SIF variation extracted from FRANC3D at the critical location (B from Fig.10) during FCG is shown in Fig.11. It
indicates that KI increases with an increase in ‘a’ up to ‘a/t’ ratio of 0.4 (a = 6 mm) and then it decreases, due to the influence
of the neighbourhood compressive stress zone as evident from Fig.6.

Figure 11: SIF variation for the pipe bend at the critical location-B

The numerically predicted estimate of FCG behaviour of the pipe bend is compared with the experimental data and depicted
in Fig.12. It is clear that the numerically predicted crack growth is in good agreement with the experimental results. The
reduction in the rate of crack growth beyond 6 mm is due to the influence of low KI value.

Figure 12: Comparison of ‘a’ Vs ‘N’ on pipe bend

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

T



wo representative geometries have been selected from the literature towards validating numerical simulation of FCG
behaviour. The selected geometries are a plate specimen and a representative full-scale pipe bend. The important
observations are summarised below.
SIF is computed at the mid-side nodes along the crack front based on M-integral concept. The deployment of submodelling concept has made the computation of FCG behaviour more effective. The crack growth direction is
decided by maximising the ‘Kink angle’ measurement at the base of the crack front using the maximum tensile
stress. This also enhances the accuracy of the numerical model.
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The numerical crack growth estimates at both specimen level as well as the component level, have been validated
with better engineering accuracy with the available experimental data.

The SIF is seen to exhibit a non-monotonic variation to the crack depth ratio, attaining a peak value at a critical
‘a/t’ ratio. The estimated results show that the variation of KI for the pipe geometry decreases earlier than that of
the plate geometry. This early reduction is due to the influence of the global compressive stress present at the
leading edge of the crack propagation.

Fatigue crack growth rate is found to be lower for the pipe geometry than that of the plate geometry under cyclic
bending condition. This is due to the presence of the higher amount of asymmetric bending stress variation in the
case of the pipe bend geometry than that of the plate geometry under the application of bending moment.

The difference in material property may also influence the FCG behaviour. This can be confirmed by simulating
FCG for both the plate and pipe bend geometries with identical material properties, load ratio and cyclic stress
variation.
In the case of the SFR piping system, the leading cause of fatigue load for crack propagation is the cyclic bending stress.
The above results indicate that a prototype level simulation is essential for an accurate estimation of parameters used in the
LBB demonstration.
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